BHARAT SANCHAR NIGAM LIMITEDD

[A Government of India Enterprise]

Corporate Office, Personnel Branch

4thFloor, Bharat Sanchar Bhawan, Janpath, New Delhi-110001
Dated: 03-11-2022

No.: BSNLCO-PRII/19(11)/4/2021-PERS-II-Part(1)

Order
Subject: Transfer & Posting of long stay SDE (Telecom)

Retention regarding.

The following executive is hereby retained in his present circle on 12" Standard education ground with immediate
effect and until further orders:
S.

Name

No

(Sh./Smt)
VIVEK KUMAR JAIN

HRMS No.

199600408

Present Circle
QA & INSP

at Jabalpur, MP

Retained

Transferred to Circle

till

MH

(Vide BSNLCO-PRI/19(13)/2/2021-

31.03.202.3

PERS-II-Part(1) dtd 28-02-2022)

2.

On expiry of the retention period, the concerned executive(s) will automatically get relieved to join
transferred circle(s), without waiting for any correspondence from this office.

3.

Above retention of executive is with the condition that the retained executive shall not be entitled for
exemption from his/her inter-circle transfer on the ground of his/her age becoming more than 56 years. Before
effecting this order of retention, the circle head is requested to get an undertaking from above executive on

following lines:-

"Iunderstand that my retention in the present circle is dueto my personal reasons and on expiry ofretention

period I will notbe entitled and will not claim any exemption from inplementation ofnny inter-circletransfer
rom.

to

Circle on the grounds ofnay agebecoming more lkan 56years."

4.

Posting of executive(s) to the sensitive/ non-sensitive post may be decided by the concerned circle as per
prescribed norms circulated by DOT & Vigilance branch of BSNL Corporate Office from time to time.

5.

Charge reports may be furnished to all concerned. Relieving and joining entries should be made in SAP
ERP/Service Record.
This issues with the approval of the competent authority.

(PYAR LAL)
Assistant General Managor (Pers.II)
Copy to:
.
CGMs Concerned

2.
3.
4.

E-mail:agmpers2@gmail.com

Executives concerned (Through CGM).
Chief Accounts Officer concerned.
Guard File/Order Bundle/ Intranet/RajbhashaAdhikari.

(Sandeep Vats)
Deputy Manager-Pers.ll

